Currently available high-throughput technologies combined with bioinformatics analyses revealed that nearly 80% of the genome is transcribed, whereas only 2% of the genetic code is translated in proteins. In the landscape of non-coding RNA, the long non-coding RNA (> 200 nucleotides) is a newer class of ncRNAs, with a potential pivotal role in homeostatic and pathological mechanisms, confirmed by increasing emerging evidences in different diseases, especially in cancer. In parallel, recent studies have demonstrated that as cancer progresses, extracellular matrix co-evolves into an activated state through continuous biochemical and structural modifications. In this review, we synthesize these themes by exploring the functional cross-talk between lncRNAs and their involvement in ECM regulation and remodeling within the tumor microenvironment.
Introduction
Traditionally, the protein-coding genes have been investigated as responsible for the pathological manifestation of human diseases. On the contrary, the non-coding component of human genome was considered as "junk-DNA″ or "black matter of DNA", reflecting the paucity of knowledge and technological approaches able to reveal its involvement in human diseases [1] . The high-throughput technologies available today combined with bioinformatics analyses revealed that nearly 80% of the genome is transcribed, whereas only 2% of the genetic code is translated in protein [2] . These events could be considered as the discovery of a "second genetic code" consisting of non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) that modified our traditional concept of genomic organization. The abundance of actively transcribed ncRNA indicating their potential pivotal role in homeostatic and pathological mechanisms; this hypothesis has been confirmed by a plethora of emerging evidences in different diseases, especially in cancer [3] .
The family of ncRNA is very large and to date we know only a part of these molecules, which are classified in many ways: according to their genomic position, to their mechanism of action or simply based on their size. According to the latter one, the long ncRNAs (lncRNAs; > 200 nucleotides) is a newer class of ncRNAs divided into five categories with respect to the nearest protein-coding transcripts: sense, antisense, bidirectional, intronic, and intergenic. Based on their molecular mechanism of action, lncRNA can be divided in four sub-classes: guide, scaffold, signaling and decoy molecules [4] . Guide lncRNAs regulate gene expression by physically directing ribonucleoprotein complexes (RNP) to specific genomic regions. Ribonucleoprotein complexes are in turn composed by scaffold lncRNAs acting as platforms on to which multiple proteins can be assembled in functional units [5] . Signaling lncRNAs are associated with specific signaling pathways. Finally, active transcription factors are sequestered by decoy lncRNAs through direct linkage, reducing their bioavailability. Intriguingly, it has been also demonstrated an interaction between short-(miRNA) and long-non coding RNA. In fact, miRNAs bioavailability can be finely regulated by interacting with specific miRNA response elements (MRE) within individual lncRNA. In this way lncRNA can function as molecular sponges actively competing with miRNAs' target mRNAs [6] . Certain lncRNAs regulate post-transcriptional mRNA processing, and in particular pre-mRNA splicing [7] . Others form RNA-RNA duplexes with mRNAs to facilitate their degradation [8] . Finally, lncRNAs, which contain open reading frames (ORFs), may also be transcribed [9, 10] .
In parallel, it is largely demonstrated that tumors arise when the tightly controlled systems of cell homeostasis is perturbed by a series of driving genetic mutations. Thanks to decade of studies on cancer cells, ten year ago Hanahan and Weinberg updated the first version of the hallmarks of cancer, by adding the stromal component of tumor tissue among the factors that foster tumor progression [11] . In fact, recent studies demonstrated that as the cancer progresses, the surrounding microenvironment co-evolves into an activated state through continuous paracrine communication. This activate environment, in which occur the collaborative interactions between neoplastic cancer cells and the corrupted supporting stroma, is called tumor microenvironment (TME). Different cellular and non-cellular players composes TME: cancer-associated fibroblast, immune cells, endothelial cells, pericyte and extracellular matrix (ECM) [12] . These micro-environmental changes are observed in nearly all tumor types, including breast, prostate, pancreas, liver, brain, skin and ovary cancers and contribute to both early and late stages of tumor progression. The alterations in the TME are also critical in metastases development process. Because of their contributions to tumorigenesis, stromal cells, ECM and its proteolytic components in the tumors have emerged as new therapeutic targets.
In this review, we synthesize these themes by exploring the functional cross talk between lncRNAs and their involvement in ECM regulation and remodeling within the tumor microenvironment as a fundamental event implicated in carcinogenesis and metastatic progression.
Extracellular matrix in cancer
In the recent years, many research efforts have been devoted to understand how the cellular component of tumor niche can initiate and promote cancer development [13] . However, recent progresses have also highlighted the importance of non-cellular components of TME, the extracellular matrix [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . ECM has always been considered an amorphous component of the tissue stroma, with the sole role of scaffold upon which tissue are organized, while now it has been demonstrated that ECM is an essential part of the TME that is surprisingly dynamic and versatile and influences fundamental aspects of cell biology [19] . Directly or indirectly, the ECM regulates almost all cellular behaviors and is indispensable for major developmental processes. ECM is a heterogeneous structure, composed of proteins (collagen family is the most abundant), glycosaminoglycans (i.e. chondroitin sulfate, heparin sulfate and hyaluronic acid), proteoglycans (i.e. hyalectans, aggrecan, versican and decorin), and ECM remodeling enzymes (i.e. ADAM, ADAMTS and cathepsin), which is peculiar from organ to organ in composition, ratio and biochemical modifications [20] . A growing number of studies showed that an abnormal ECM dynamic is a hallmark of cancer. For example, tumors often display desmoplasia, and this fibrotic state is characterized by increased deposition, an altered organization and enhanced post-translational modifications of ECM proteins [21] . The desmoplastic reaction is partially characterized by an increased collagen deposition, including collagen I, II, III, V, and IX, during tumor formation [22] [23] [24] . Part of the increase in tissue stiffness can be attributed to excess activities of lysyl oxidase (LOX), which cross-links collagen fibers and other ECM components. For instance, in breast cancer the collagen fibers, rather than relaxed and non-oriented, are often highly linearized and either oriented adjacent to the epithelium or projecting perpendicularly into the tissue [18, 25] .
LncRNAs and their involvement in ECM components regulation
During cancer progression, overcoming the physical barriers by interacting with ECM components is a fundamental event (i.e. the breakthrough of the basal lamina for carcinomas and the penetration of metastatic cells into blood or lymphatic vessel before dispersing to distant organs). Although studies that focus onto lncRNAs role in cancer cell-ECM crosstalk are only in its infancy, some publications highlight their involvement in ECM remodeling and turnover. Fig. 1 summarizes some examples of lnRNA and ECM cross talk in tumor microenvironment.
Zhu et al. evidenced that lncRNA H19 has a critical role in prostate cancer progression [26] . H19 lncRNA is expressed in the maternal allele and transcribed from the H19/Igf2 gene cluster located on the chromosome 11. In this study, they found that lncRNA H19 and the H19-derived microRNA-675 were significantly down-regulated in the metastatic prostate cancer cell line M12 compared with the non-metastatic cell line P69. They further demonstrated that the up-regulation of H19 in P69 and PC3 cell lines, significantly increase the expression level of miR-675 causing a repression of cell migration. Interestingly, they found that the expression level of H19 and miR-675 in P69 cells was negatively correlated to the expression of transforming growth factor β induced protein (TGFBI). TGFBI, is an extracellular matrix protein involved in adhesion, migration and chemotaxis by serving as ligand for several integrins [27] . Further mechanistic and functional analysis suggested that the lncRNA H19/miR-675 axis acts as a suppressor of tumor cell migration and prostate cancer metastasis in vitro.
Another interesting proof that lncRNA strictly interact with and contribute to ECM organization and remodeling comes from the paper of Li and colleagues. Paradoxically, they observed a low expression level of the lncRNA HOX transcript antisense RNA (HOTAIR) in invasive claudin-low MDA-MB-231 and Hs578T breast cancer cells line in bidimensional conventional culture. This data seems to be in contrast with other studies that demonstrate HOTAIR over-expression in breast and lung primary and metastatic carcinoma [28, 29] . In addition, HO-TAIR over-expression correlates with an increased proliferation and resistance to cell death in breast cancer [30] [31] [32] . Crucially, in the same study, cultivating the same cell line in a 3-dimensional (3D) culture setup based of a substrate rich in laminin, they observed a significant upregulation of HOTAIR. The authors concluded that ECM signaling, mediated by integrin α2 and SRC, may determine the transcription of an alternative HOTAIR isoform, epigenetically-regulated, that stimulates invasion pathways in tumor cells when they are in direct contact with a 3D organized ECM rather than a in conventional bi-dimensional plastic context [33] .
The approach of 3D culture model in order to unravel the interplay between HOTAIR lncRNA and ECM components, have been exploited also in the study of Zhuang and colleagues [34, 35] . In particular, they explored the interplay between collagen-I and lncRNAs in lung cancer cell carcinogenesis. Collagen-I is enriched in the tumor microenvironment and has a tumor-promoting effect. In this study, they cultivated A549 cells (a human lung adenocarcinoma cell line) and mK-ras-LE cells (a murine lung adenocarcinoma cell line) in a 3D culture model based on a reconstituted basement membrane of matrigel. In this setting, both cell lines undergo acinar morphogenesis. However, cultivating the cell lines in the same setup with a supplementation of collagen-I, the morphological features of well-differentiated lung adenocarcinoma were disrupted and an over-expression of HOTAIR transcript was observed. On the other hand, collagen-I did not significantly alter the expression of three other lncRNA genes: H19, XIST and MALAT1. In addition, by treating cells with a neutralizing antibody against the collagen-I receptor α2β1 integrin they observed a diminished expression of HOTAIR lncRNA. Finally, they demonstrated that the expression of HOTAIR and collagen-I was concurrently up-regulated in human non-small cell lung cancer.
Cancer cells interact with both ECM proteins and stromal cells which, in turn are able to produce ECM and basement membrane components within the TME. In this landscape, Sebastian and colleagues demonstrated that co-cultivating metastatic prostate cancer cells with osteoblasts, a gene-panel including SOST, a Wnt pathway inhibitor, was down-regulated in osteoblasts [35] . In a further experiment, they demonstrated that SOST knockout in osteoblasts leads to an up-regulation of MALAT-1 lncRNA transcript in prostate cancer cells. Although functional analysis was not performed this suggests that SOST expression may stimulate osteoblasts to promote bone metastasis in prostate cancer cells through MALAT-1 upregulation. MALAT-1 is one of the first lncRNAs to have proved to have a close involvement in different cancer processes. Furthermore, a series of studies have proposed this lncRNA as a reliable diagnostic and prognostic biomarker, due to its frequent marked up-regulation in various solid tumors type [36] .
Conclusions
During tumor onset, growth and metastasis, ECM does not remain stable but is dynamically modified by tumor cells and stromal cells, which in turn are influenced by the TME itself. In the recent years, a growing number of studies describes the functional interaction between cancer cells and ECM [37] . Despite this data, many studies continue to focus on tumor cells in isolation, ignoring their context and a big amount of potentially important biological information. Recently, another hidden player involved in tumor-stroma cross-talk has been revealed, the lncRNA. The knowledge of the lncRNAs' role in ECM modulation and remodeling is still lacking, especially if compared to that of microRNAs, but recent findings highlighted that, as microRNAs, the lncRNA deregulation in cancer could be used as diagnostic, prognostic and predictive biomarker. Future advances to improve and extend cancer patients survival will depend on a better understanding of cell genomics and tumor microenvironment crosstalk, in order to facilitate the characterization of a specific tumor identity, so that tailored and individualized medicine will become the rule, and not the exception.
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The authors have no conflict of interests to declare. Top, the co-cultivation of osteoblasts with prostate cancer cells induce a down-regulation of the secreted glycoprotein SOST (A). Local deprivation of SOST promote an up-regulation of MALAT-1 lncRNA in prostate cancer cell (B), which promote invasion, metastasis and is related to a poor prognosis in different cancer subtypes (C). Right, the down-regulation of H19 lncRNA in metastatic breast cancer cell (A), lead to an increase production of extracellular matrix protein TGFBI (B), which serve as receptor for several integrins promoting adhesion, migration and chemotaxis (C). Left, a stiffer collagen-I/laminin rich ECM (A) as frequent event in cancer progression induce an up-regulation of HOTAIR lncRNA (B), which stimulates invasion pathways in tumor cells (C).
